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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 23rd September 2021

R1 - LISMORE | 12:40 | AUD $50,000 |  THE LISMORE WORKERS CLUB HCP

22 THIS IS SO
Has struggled of late including last time out when fth over 1412m at Taree four weeks ago,
beaten 2.25 lengths. Hard to beat on his best form.

33 BAILEYS
Resumed in good fashion last start when placed at this track on September 9 over 1100m. Will
appreciate the 426m here. Looms as a threat.

44 TERRIUS
Delivered a better run last time out when second over 1400m at Barraba, beaten half a length.
Don't underestimate.

77 MAGIC CHARLEE
Finished just 1.2 lengths away in fth last start over 1610m at Grafton. Rates highly and should
run well.

55 POLEMIC
Stepping back in trip today after nishing ninth over 2020m at Murwillumbah last time out. Can
improve and is a top three chance.

R2 - LISMORE | 13:15 | AUD $30,000 |  LISMORE WORKERS GOLF CLUB (C1)

66 COASTAL CHARM
Recorded her maiden win last start as favourite over 1100m at this track. Found winning form
and can go on with it.

1010 RUNAMUK
Placed last time over 1410m at this track when in tra c and nished one length away from the
winner. Solid effort last time and further improvement is anticipated.

77 SENSHI SPIRIT
Went down by just a head when second at this track over 1400m last time out. Jumps from a
wide alley. Leading prospect.

33 EMMA ROSA
Broke the maiden ve back and has been racing well of late. Last start was beaten one length
when third over 1181m at Grafton. One of the chief contenders.

11 LUZ LONG
Resumes today. Last appeared at Coffs Harbour over 1600m three-and-a-half months ago.
Shows promise and is worth including.

R3 - LISMORE | 13:50 | AUD $50,000 |  WESTPAC RESCUE HELICOPTER HCP

55 SEE IT THRU
Stepping out to this course for the rst time but rates well at this journey. Put the writing on the
wall last time out and close to a win.

33 THE DRAKE
Veteran sprinter who was beaten 1.5 lengths into third last start over 1100m at Wyong. Expected
to play a major role.

11 AMIRYKAL
Racing in great form with wins at her last two, the latest over 1100m at this track by one length.
Rates highly and expected to run well.

44 VALIANT
Has good ability winning three of his four starts so far and resumes here without a trial. Rates
well and worth including among the chances.

22 DUBAI TYCOON
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 4.5 lengths tenth over 1100m at Dubbo.
Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

R4 - LISMORE | 14:25 | AUD $75,000 |  M&T TYRES LISMORE CUP

22 HONORABLE SPIRIT
Well-deserved win last start over 2020m at Doomben after a close second two runs back. One of
the main chances.

11 MACCHINA VOLANTE
Shooting for a hat-trick of wins after scoring by a head over 2100m at this track on September 9.
Going well and is one of the leading chances.

44 NEMINGAH
Beaten a whisker last start at this track over 2100m. Ben Looker retains the ride. Will take
beating.

55 RIOT ACT
Finished a close fourth last time out at Gold Coast over 1800m. Tackling a longer journey this
time. Winning chance.

77 HEAD UP HIGH
Dual acceptor. Narrowly beaten last time when third at this track, nishing just a neck from the
winner. Sound top-three prospects again.
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R5 - LISMORE | 15:05 | AUD $50,000 |  TRINITY COLLEGE LISMORE (BM58)

11 JACKSPRAT Led from the outset last time out at this track over 1516m on September 9. Can go back-to-back.

1111 QUKES
Shooting for a hat-trick of wins after scoring by 4.5 lengths over 1300m at Armidale on
September 11. Rates highly and expected to measure up.

22 SUGAR ZONE
Shooting for a hat-trick of wins after scoring by 2.5 lengths over 1300m at this track on August
23. Rates highly and should run well again.

88 HUMANITARIAN
Dual acceptor. Ran on strongly to land his maiden win at this track last time out. Freshened since
that run. Has upside and can make it two on the trot.

1313 STAREMM Has good credentials over this distance. The testing material.


